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Consent Agenda: Approved final recommendations for enabling or disabling databases trialed in Discover during October and November 2016 (attached)

Business Agenda:

Subscriptions Review: Bede reported that the subscriptions review is in progress. As responses are completed, C&RS will lock the spreadsheets so there will be no risk of our accidentally modifying them as we review the feedback. Regular updates will be sent to Library faculty, and reminders will be sent to departments in January and early March. The deadline for completing the spreadsheets is March 10.

RapidILL: Jessica Garner and Fred gave an overview of the program which is a unique resource sharing system developed to provide very fast and cost effective article, book chapter and book interlibrary lending. Turnaround time, Monday -Friday, is 24 hours compared to Henderson’s current time of 4 - 5 days. Cost includes a onetime setup fee of $7,700 with an annual maintenance fee of $6,530. Georgia universities who are currently enrolled in the system are Georgia Tech, Georgia State, and the University of Georgia. Jessica visited UGA’s ILL department to see the system in action firsthand and was very impressed. Discussion followed whether this service would cover the library’s needs and allow us to drop membership in the Center for Research Libraries (CRL). Bede suggested we include the RapidILL cost in our year-end funds request. He also suggested we continue the CRL membership for another year while we evaluate the RapidILL service. David will follow up on the possibility of working RapidILL into Alma. A decision was made to run a trial test of RapidILL during Spring quarter for a couple of weeks prior to making a decision to purchase. David, Jessica and Fred will follow up.

Kanopy Streaming Video: Paolo presented a recommendation to commit to a one year subscription to the video streaming service based on favorable results following a one month trial run in September/October. The streaming service uses a DDA model in which the library would only lease videos based on usage. The library would only be leasing the videos for one year and would not own the rights. Each film used triggers a cost (trigger is four plays of any length) of $150 per film/year. There is no platform fee for the service. The service would be started in Spring Semester. A spending limit would be applied to the annual service and current budget funds would be used to cover the cost of the service. Recommendation approved.

Consolidation Rumors: Discussion took place regarding rumors of a possible consolidation with Armstrong State in Savannah. To better prepare faculty and staff should the rumor become a reality, Bede discussed some possible scenarios that could arise if the consolidation materializes.

Department Reports:

Collection and Resource Services: Faculty reviewed and voted on several services which needed to be considered for renewal. A list of the titles is attached. Those titles which warrant further consideration were:
• Center for Research Libraries: Jessica will acquire the cost to obtain an individual subscription for the New York Times if we choose to drop CRL. She will report the cost within the next couple of days so that a decision can be made.
• ScienceDirect: Due to time restraints, it was decided to renew the subscription for one more year. Faculty should then meet and decide on the metrics to be used to determine the best use of our dollars for this subscription. At next year’s subscription reviews we can made a more educated decision. It was also decided to take the option from the sales representative to have a trial of Scopus to compare the two services.

Faculty Senate and Other Campus Committee Reports:

ITAC: Ruth will share her information and slides with faculty.

Announcements:

December 21: Fire Drill, Fire Extinguisher Training, Panic Buttons Test
January 4 and 6: Human Resources Training Sessions. Conflict Resolution
January 9: Library Faculty Meeting at 3:00 pm followed by Liaisons Meeting. (Original meeting date was January 2 which is a holiday.)

ATTACHMENTS: Consent Agenda
Subscription Review
Following are final recommendations for enabling or disabling databases trialed in Discover during October and November 2016. Recommendations are informed by liaisons’ survey feedback and ILL’s evaluation of the likelihood that requests originating from these databases reasonably could be fulfilled.

**Bloomsbury Collections**  
Recommendation: **Enable**  
- 100% of liaisons support enabling  
- 100% of liaisons with strong content-area overlap support enabling  
- No full text availability  
- English language content is unclear  
- Likelihood of ILL fulfillment is good

**Gale Cengage Learning, Eighteenth Century Collections Online**  
Recommendation: **Disable**  
- 87.5% of liaisons support disabling  
- 100% (n=1) liaison with strong content-area overlap supports enabling  
- No full text availability  
- All content is English language  
- Likelihood of ILL fulfillment is poor

**Verfasser-Datenbank**  
Recommendation: **Disable**  
- 87.5% of liaisons support disabling  
- 50% (n=2) of liaisons with strong content-area overlap support enabling  
- No full text availability  
- No content is English language  
- Likelihood of ILL fulfillment is poor

**Credo Reference: Academic Core**  
Recommendation: **Enable**  
- 75% of liaisons support enabling  
- 100% (n=1) of liaisons with strong content-area overlap support enabling  
- Very limited full text availability through subscribed Credo titles  
- All content is English language  
- Likelihood of ILL fulfillment is mediocre

**Daily Press Index**  
Recommendation: **Disable**  
- 100% of liaisons support disabling  
- 100% (n=1) of liaisons with strong content-area overlap support disabling  
- No full text availability  
- Almost no content is English language  
- Likelihood of ILL fulfillment is poor

**Music ID**  
Recommendation: **Disable**  
- 100% of liaisons support disabling
- No full text availability
- All content is English language
- Likelihood of ILL fulfillment is poor

**Philippine E-Journals**
Recommendation: **Enable**
- 75% of liaisons support enabling
- Limited full text availability
- All content is English language
- Likelihood of ILL fulfillment is unclear

**Australian Research Data Commons**
Recommendation: **Disable**
- 87.5% of liaisons support disabling
- Limited full text availability
- All content is English language
- Likelihood of ILL fulfillment is poor

**Classiques Garnier Numerique: Livres et Revues Numeriques**
Recommendation: **Disable**
- 100% of liaisons support disabling
- 100% (n=2) of liaisons with strong content-area overlap support disabling
- No full text availability
- No content is English language
- Likelihood of ILL fulfillment is poor

---

**Resources for review/renewal**

**Accounting Research Manager:** $7498.44 Total
Accounting Research Manager ARM – IAS Interpretation: $998.99
Statistics: none available
Accounting Research Manager – Audit Public: $5,176.3
Statistics: none available
Accounting Research Manager – Library: $1,323.12
Statistics: none available

**Checkpoint add-ons: $4,958.00 Total**
AICPA – Accounting & Auditing: $1,395.00
Statistics: Resource-specific statistics not available for Checkpoint products
WGL – FASB Accounting Standards Codification for Academic Market: $300.00
Statistics: Resource-specific statistics not available for Checkpoint products
WGL – GASB Academic Market CKPT: $720.00
Statistics: Resource-specific statistics not available for Checkpoint products
WGL – International Accounting Standards: $1013.00
Statistics: Resource-specific statistics not available for Checkpoint products
WGL Electronic Tax Payroll & Accounting Tax Library: $1,530.00
Statistics: Resource-specific statistics not available for Checkpoint products

**Center for Research Libraries (CRL) Membership: $10,574.00**

**Times Literary Supplement Microfilm: $653.00**
Statistics: none available

**ScienceDirect: $597,088.31 Total**
Statistics: 50,815 full text articles viewed in FY’14;
56,050 full text articles viewed in FY’15;
77,156 Full text articles viewed in FY’16;
30,039 full text articles viewed FY’17 [July-Oct. 2016]
   New subscribed titles list (including fees): $589,164.59
   Freedom Collection: $8,000.00

**Value Line: $5,550**
Statistics: 3776 Downloads in FY’16

**Web of Science: $46,635.00**
Statistics*: 9690 Records viewed in FY’15
6599 Records viewed in FY’16
1337 Records viewed in FY’17 [July – Oct 2016]
*Note: Web of Science is an A/I Database that only provides the Database Report 1 COUNTER report